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We report measurements from elastic photoproduction of co's on hydrogen for photon energies
between 60 and 225 GeV, elastic P photoproduction on hydrogen between 35 and 165 GeV and on
deuterium between 45 and 85 GeV, elastic photoproduction on deuterium of an enhancement at
1.72 CxeV/c decaying into %+K, and elastic and inelastic photoproduction on deuterium of pp
pairs.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper reports measurements of high-energy pho-
toproduction into the channels m+~ m. , K+IC, and pp.
To be specific, first, the s and t dependence and angular
properties of elastic co photoproduction on hydrogen
have been measured for photon energies between 60 and
225 GeV. The co was observed via its decay into

Second, we have measured the s and t depen-
dence of elastic P photoproduction from hydrogen and
deuterium targets. The hydrogen measurement covers
the energy range 35—165 GeV; the deuterium measure-
ment is limited to the energy range 45 —85 GeV but has
very high statistics, making a detailed measurement of
the s dependence in this region possible. Our measure-
ments of (da /dt)(ypPp ) are the first such measure-
ments above 40 GeV. Third, we report on the observa-
tion and study of an enhancement at 1.72 GeV/c decay-
ing into %+K . Finally, we have studied both the elastic
and inelastic production of pp pairs. Upper limits are set
on the photoproduction of resonances reported by previ-
ous experiments and results of searches for other reso-
nances are given.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the relevant features of the beam,
detector, and triggers. Results on the photoproduction of
the co, the P, the enhancement at 1.72 GeV/c, and pP
pairs are reported and discussed in Secs. III, IV, V, and
VI, respectively. Section VII is a summary.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

entire beam line, including the liquid-deuterium filter, is
shown in Ref. 1.) The resulting neutral beam at the ex-
perimental target was about 99% y's across the energy
range of our measurements. The remaining 1% neutral
hadron contamination consisted primarily of KL's (Ref.
2); for this reason the neutral hadron component is re-
ferred to as the "KL component" below.

Figure 2 shows the shape of the beam energy spectrum.
The shape was determined from measurements taken
with a lead-glass block placed in the beam and is in excel-
lent agreement with the results of other methods used by
this experiment to measure the beam energy spectrum.
The total number of photons incident upon the target
while the detector was "live" was determined in two in-
dependent ways: (1) using a quantameter which intercept-
ed the noninteracting beam and (2) recording electron-
positron pair production events under a heavily prescaled
trigger. The "live" number of photons between 45 and
225 GeV was 1.12 X 10' for the hydrogen running and
6.54 X 10' for the deuterium running.

We give a brief description of the experimental ap-
paratus important to the measurements reported here;
further details on the target and the recoil detector are
given in Ref. 4, while the rest of the apparatus is de-
scribed in Ref. 1. The layout of the target and detector
appears in Fig. 3. The target consisted of 40 cm of either
liquid hydrogen or deuterium. Two concentric hexagonal
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The data were taken in the Fermilab broad-band pho-
ton beam by Experiment 401. Photons originated mainly
from the decay of secondary ~ 's produced by 350-GeV
protons incident on beryllium. Noninteracting protons
and charged secondaries were swept away by magnets
and the ratio of photons to neutral hadrons was enhanced
by passing the neutral beam through a liquid-deuterium
filter, shown schematically in Fig. l. (A schematic of the
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rings of scintillator counters (RC) surrounding the target
provided recoil detection. Momentum Ineasurement for
charged tracks was accomplished with a system of five
multiwire proportional chambers (PO P4) a—nd two
analyzing magnets (Ml, M2) which bent particles in the
vertical plane and had parallel ("defocusing" mode)
momentum kicks of 0.523 GeV/c and 0.808 GeV/c. The
scintillator counters Op, located just downstream of the
M2 iron, and the set of crossed scintillator counters pH
and pV served to detect muons. Two multicell Cheren-
kov counters (Cl, C2) with m, E, p thresholds 5.9, 20.9,
39.7 GeV/c and 10.7, 37.8, 71.9 GeV/c provided charged
hadron identification. Photons were detected using a
fly's-eye arrangement of lead-glass (LG) blocks. Hadron-
ic energy was measured by a steel-scintillator sandwich
(HC) downstream of the lead-glass array. The vertical
band of electron-positron pairs passing through the verti-
cal gap in the lead-glass array was absorbed before the
hadron calorimeter by a lead-scintillator sandwich (BS).
(However, both the BS and HC detectors had holes in the
center to allow the noninteracting beam to pass through. )

The quantameter (Q) used for flux measurement was lo-
cated just behind the hadron calorimeter.

In addition, the detector contained several sets of scin-
tillator counters for triggering purposes. Forty-four
small overlapping scintillator counters (T) immediately
downstream of the target detected the production of
charged particles. A set of crossed scintillator panels
(HV) behind P4 detected charged particles outside the
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FIG. 2. Photon beam energy spectrum for 350-GeV/c pri-
mary protons.

narrow vertical swath of copious e+e production. Veto
counters ( A„, not shown in Fig. 3) upstream of the target
Aagged halo muons and charged particles in the beam.
Scintillator counters (AW) mounted just outside the ac-
tive region of P1 were used primarily to veto events with
charged particles outside the acceptance of the multiwire
proportional chambers (MWPC's).

[Also shown in Fig. 3, but not used by the analyses re-
ported in this paper, are the outer electromagnetic (OE)
calorimeter, the outer scintillator hodoscope (OH) for
triggering on particles outside the aperture of M2, and
the set of scintillator counters (CH) used in conjunction
with C2 for Aagging charged particles which did not
leave light in C2. ]

The data for the analyses reported below were taken
under two triggers: one for the s and t dependence of co

and P production from hydrogen and the other for
heavy-particle production (including P production) from
deuterium. The hydrogen trigger required that (1) the
A„counters be off; (2) at least one T counter be on; (3)
there be hits in the HV counters consistent with two
well-separated particles; (4) there be hits in the MWPC's
consistent with two to five tracks traversing the length of
the spectrometer; and (5) there be more than 20 GeV de-
posited in the hadrometer. The heavy-particle trigger for
deuterium also had these requirements and in addition re-
quired that the sum of the C2 phototube outputs be less
than four photoelectrons (eight photoelectrons were ex-
pected from C2 for a P= 1 particle) and that no muons be
detected.

The analyses rely upon special runs taken to under-
stand backgrounds. Several runs were taken in which the
photon component of the beam was effectively removed
by inserting six radiation lengths of lead between the two
sections of the liquid-deuterium filter (Fig. 1). The data
taken during these runs are referred to as "EL data"
below. Special runs were also taken with the target emp-

ty in order to measure the background due to coherent
photoproduction from the Mylar end caps of the target.

III. ELASTIC a) PHOTOPRODUCTION

We have measured elastic photoproduction of cu vector
mesons on hydrogen over the energy range 60 & E& & 225
GeV. The ~ was detected via its decay into ~+~
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FIG. 3. Plane view of the E401 apparatus.
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A. Event selection

Starting from the data acquired under the hydrogen
trigger described in Sec. II, further cuts were applied to
select the channel

fP ~cc)P

We required that exactly two oppositely charged tracks
traverse the magnetic spectrometer and that they project
to HV counters that were on. The point of closest ap-
proach between the tracks had to occur inside the target
volume illuminated by the beam to within allowances
made for the finite resolution of the vertex-finding algo-
rithm. (The resolution was 7.5 cm in the beam direction
and 0.05 cm in the nonbend view. ) To further ensure
only two charged particles in the forward-going state, the
AW counters were required to be off.

A second set of cuts pertained to the hadron calorime-
ter. To reduce the number of events with shower leakage
and thereby make the calorimeter performance easier to
understand, the projection of each track to the calorime-
ter had to fall at least 12.5 cm inside the calorimeter
boundary. The other cuts applied here are related to the
method we used to correct for calorimeter bias in the
trigger: In our results, events are weighted by the recipro-
cal of the e%ciency of the calorimeter for triggering on an
event. This eKciency is based on the hadronic energy
reaching the calorimeter and a sum of the pulses from the
HC phototubes. The hadronic energy, called E„~, is the
difference between the total track energy E„„asmea-
sured with the magnetic spectrometer, and the energy de-
posited by the tracks in the lead-glass (LG) array and the
back shower (BS) counters. The sum of pulses from the
HC phototubes called SpAD is the output of the pulse
area digitizer which digitized the analog sum of the HC
phototube dynode outputs and provided the energy signal
for our triggers. Events with very small efficiencies, and
thus large correction factors, were removed from the
event sample by requiring that both E„& and SpAD be
above a threshold (26.5 for both). The correction for re-
moval of events due to the cuts on E„& and SpAD was
made by additionally weighting each event in the final
sample by the reciprocal of the fraction of events with to-
tal track energy E„,which have E„& and SpAD above the
threshold of 26.5. (The product of the two weights dis-
cussed above is called the "HC weight" below. The way
in which the calorimeter efFiciency was determined as a
function of E„& and SpAD and the method we used to find
the fraction of events passing the cuts on E„& and SpAD
as a function of E„,are described in Refs. 4 and 5.)

We required the number of ~ 's reconstructed in an
event to be only one. Reconstruction of m 's was carried
out in the following steps. First, pulse heights in neigh-
boring lead-glass blocks were associated into candidate
electromagnetic showers. Second, the energy of each
shower was calculated using the individual block calibra-
tion constants and the best position of the shower cen-
troid was determined from the way in which the shower
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FIG. 4. Two-shower invariant-mass spectrum.

was shared among the blocks and geometrical factors.
Third, we discarded showers with less than 1 GeV of en-

ergy and showers identified as having been left by tracks.
Fourth, invariant masses were calculated for all possible
pairings of the remaining showers and pairs having in-
variant mass which diifered by more than 40 MeV/c
from the ~ mass were dropped. (Figure 4 shows the
invariant-mass spectrum for the case of two showers
remaining after the cuts made in the third step. ) Fifth,
we refit the energies and centroids of the remaining
shower pairs subject to the constraint that the refitted
mass be the m mass. We rejected shower pairs which
to fit or for which the y yielded by the fit was greater
than 10. Finally, the shower pairs surviving the cuts to
this point were checked to see if two or more shared a
common shower. If so, all pairs containing the common
shower except the one with the lowest g were thrown
out. We treated each shower pair left after this last step
as a genuine m with momentum calculated from the
fitted shower quantities.

The signal in the recoil detector was required to be
consistent with elastic production of the m+m m state.
The recoil analysis used the momenta of the downstream
particles and the direction of the initial photon to predict
the momentum of a recoil proton, assuming that the in-
teraction was elastic. If the only scintillator counter hits
in the recoil detector were consistent with the passage of
the assumed recoil proton, allowing for multiple scatter-
ing and the uncertainty in the proton direction due to the
resolution of the downstream tracks, the event was called
elastic. An event was also called elastic if the proton
could be expected to stop before hitting one of the recoil
counters, and the recoil counters were off. Allowances
were made for the straggling of the proton through the
target, air, and scintillator, and for the uncertainty in the
proton's momentum due to the uncertainties in the down-
stream track quantities. To reduce the effect of noise hits
in the recoil detector, one or two unrelated counters were
allowed to be on, provided they could not be associated
with an extra particle coming from the target.

Lastly, we required that there be less than 4 GeV of en-
ergy in the lead-glass array unassociated with the tracks
or the m . This cut not only eliminated events with addi-
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tional particles in the forward-going state but also pro-
vided a further bias against inelastic events.

Figure 5 shows the ~+a ~ invariant-mass spectrum
for events passing the above cuts in the range
60(E (225 GeV and 0(t (1 (GeV/c) . [The
definition r = —(p r

—p i ), where p ~ is the four-
momentum of the beam photon and p~ is the total four-
momentum of the m+m ~, %+K, or pp final state, is
used throughout this paper. ] An co peak containing
about 300 events is clearly visible.
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FIG. 5. m ~ a mass spectrum for events passing the elastic
co cuts.

Several significant backgrounds remain after applying
the above event cuts. The first is co production induced
by the EI component of the beam. This background was
removed by normalizing the KL data passing the above
event cuts to the number of KL 's incident on target dur-
ing the normal runs and subtracting the result bin by bin
from the corresponding normal-data distribution. Figure
6 shows the m+~ m mass distribution after the KL sub-
traction. (Negative dift'erences are suppressed. ) Based on
a comparison of Figs. 5 and 6, about 6% of the co signal
and a much larger percentage of the background were KL
induced.

The column headed "Xf„"in Table I gives the results
of fitting for the number of co's in the various kinematic
regions after the KL subtraction. (8 is the polar angle of
the normal to the decay plane in the co helicity frame.
The co helicity frame is defined as the frame in which the
co is at rest and the z axis is antiparallel to the momentum
vector of the recoiling proton. ) The fits were made to the
uncorrected mass distributions since the acceptance as a
function of m. +m. m mass is practically Aat across the
range of the fit. The functional form used to fit the distri-
butions was a Breit-Wigner line shape convoluted with a
Gaussian, plus a noninterfering second-order polynomial
background. The only parameter of the Gaussian-
smeared Breit-Wigner function allowed to vary during
the fit was the normalization; the experimental mass reso-
lution ( —15 MeV/c ) and the center of the Breit-Wigner
line shape were fixed by Monte Carlo simulation. A typi-
cal set of fits is shown in Fig. 7.
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mass spectrum after the EL subtraction.

where XM &„=19.3+4.7 and X is the number of events

A second source of background was photoproduction
from the Mylar end caps of the target. To allow for the
vertex resolution of 7.5 cm in the beam direction, we set
the vertex cut to accept events with vertices between 14
cm upstream of the target and 14 cm downstream of the
target. Consequently, most of the events produced from
Mylar were also accepted.

As mentioned in Sec. II, several runs were taken with
the target empty in order to measure the background
from end-cap production. Too few co's were detected
during these runs, however, to determine a subtraction.
The p signal in the empty-target data, on the other hand,
was sizable, and we used that information as described
below to determine the number of Mylar-produced co's.

On the basis of measurements of p and co photoproduc-
tion from complex nuclei at lower energies, we assumed
that the p and co t spectra have the same shape for Mylar.
This assumption, coupled with the fact that the accep-
tance as a function of t has approximately the same shape
for the p as it does for the ~, allows us to take the shape
of the uncorrected t spectrum for ~'s produced on Mylar
to be that of the uncorrected t spectrum for p's produced
on the empty target.

To normalize the distribution we used information on
production from the T counter during the normal and
empty-target data runs. Let r be the ratio of the detect-

P
ed number of p's produced on the target end caps to the
number of p's produced on the T counter during the
empty-target runs. Let r„be the analagous ratio for m

production during the normal data runs. We assume
r„=r, good to within 10% according to Monte Carlo
studies. Then, from measuring r in the empty-target
data and counting the number of co's produced from the
T counter in the normal data runs, we find 19.3+4.7
events due to production from Mylar. The distribution
of Mylar-produced events in bins of t is given in Table I.
Also given are the distributions of the Mylar-produced
events in bins of energy and cosO. For the latter distribu-
tions we assumed the number of Mylar-produced events

NQ„&„ in a particular bin j is given by

Ngyl„= N g N' NM„„, ,
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TABLE I. Signal and background distributions (yp ~cop ). The units of E are GeV and those of t are (GeV/c ) .

Bin

60&E &225
60&E &85
85&E &110
110&E&225
0& t &0.0214

0.0214 & t &0.0477
0.0477 & t & 0.0815
0.0815 & t &0.1450
0. 1450& t &0.2923

0.2923 & t & 1

0& icos8i &0.25
0.25 & icos8i &0.50
0.50& icosgi &0.75

o 75& Icosel &1

Nf

282.0+22. 5
86.7+13.3
94.2+ 13.5
95.0+13.5
76.2+ 11.9
47.0+10.6
34.4+9.5
40.5+9.9
41.9+9.9
31.4+9.0
80.3+11.3
70.6+ 12.2
66.6+12.1

51.9+11.9

NMylar

19.3+4.7
6.1+1.7

6.6+1.7
6.6+1.7

12.1+3.0
2.7+0.9
1.8+0.6
0.9+0.4
0.6+0.3
0.6+0.3
5.8+1.6
4.9+1.3
4.8+1.3
3.8+1.2

N"
CO71'

46.1+16.5
18.3+6.4
14.9+5.2
11.2+3.9
6.6+2.3
7.3+2.6
5.0+1.8
6.1+1.2

11.4+4.0
11.5+4.3
9.1+3.1

13.8+4.7
10.3+3.6
14.1+1.2

N-bt

216.6+28.3
62.3+14.9
72.7+14.6
77.2+ 14.2
57.5+ 12.5
37.0+11.0
27.6+9.7
33.5+10.7
29.9+10.7

19.3 +10.0
65.4+ 11.8
51.9+11.8
51.6+ 12.2
34.0+12.9

(see column 1 of Table I) obtained in the fit to the KL-
subtracted data.

The third background we need to remove is due to co~
photoproduction: the cross section for co+ production is

comparable to that of the co and there is significant prob-
ability that the m goes undetected while the co passes the
event cuts. Subtraction of the e8'ects due to con. produc-
tion is handicapped by the fact that previous measure-
ments disagree on the production cross section and the
dominant spin parity. However, since we are interested
in rom production only as a background here, a rough
description is adequate.

We have obtained the approximate description of co+

production from the study of our own data. We find
that production occurs at an energy-independent cross
section of 1.33+0.43 pb and with events distributed in t
according to e '. The co~ mass distribution can be de-
scribed by a Breit-Wigner function centered on 1.25
GeV/c and having a natural width of 175 MeV/c . The
limited data are consistent with s-channel helicity conser-
vation (SCHC, described in Ref. 9) and a spin-parity as-
signrnent of 1

The photoproduction of the co+ and our detector's
response to it was studied using a Monte Carlo simula-
tion. The simulated data were subjected to the co analysis
in order to determine the distribution of the con. states
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detected as elastically photoproduced co's. These distri-
butions were then normalized to con production in our
experiment and are given in Table I.

We estimate the total number of cour events passing the
co event cuts to be 46. 1+16.5. (This number is compara-
ble to the number of con events we detect for photon en-
ergies greater than 60 GeV. ) If we instead take the spin
parity to be 1+ with the S and D partial waves in the ra-
tio D/S=0. 3, then 51.5+17.5 events in our m sample
are misidentified ~~ events.

The last column in Table I gives the number of events
after removal of the backgrounds discussed above. The
uncertainties are obtained by adding in quadrature the
uncertainties given in the preceding three columns.

C. Corrections

In converting the signal strengths given in the last
column of Table I into cross sections, corrections have
been made for (a) trigger bias; (b) geometrical acceptance;
(c) track-reconstruction inefficiency; (d) greco.nstruction
inefficiency; (e) event-selection bias; (f) electronic dead
time; (g) target self-shielding; (h) absorption of charged
pions; (i) vr photon conversion; and (j) branching ratio.
With the exception of veto-counter accidental rates,
trigger and event-selection bias due to the hadron
calorimeter, and the effects of MWPC hit inefficiency on
track reconstruction, corrections for (a) —(e) were deter-
mined from Monte Carlo data. (This included simulation
of hadronic showers in the lead-glass array using data
from elastic p photoproduction; for a description of the
method, see Ref. 8.) The acceptances determined from
simulation are given in the columns headed "Accep-
tance" in Tables II—IV. Determination of the correction
for calorimeter bias, discussed above in Sec. III A, was
carried out separately, ' the results are listed in the column
headed WHc. Corrections (f} and (g) are automatically
applied by using the electron-positron pair production
data to calculate the effective fIux F,z. The remaining
correction factors are f,b, =1.07 for charged-pion ab-
sorption, fMwpc

= 1.06 for MWPC inefficiency,

f„„,= 1.14 for false vetos, f,= l. 11 for ~ photon con-
version, and fBR=1/0. 899 for the branching ratio to
m+~ 7T'.

The measured event yields X,„b, and the correction fac-
tors discussed above enter all cross-section calculations as
the term

+subt ~Hcf absf Mwpcf vetof ~&fBR

F,~HA

where A =1.715X10 /pb is the density of hydrogen
atoms presented to the beam by the 40-cm-long target,
and A is the acceptance.

The corrections give rise to systematic uncertainties in
the cross-section normalization of +10% from m. detec-
tion, —5% from inelastic events misidentified. as elastic,
and +5% from photon-ffux normalization. Checks of the
shape of der ldt have been carried out by varying the cuts
which affect the shape of the t acceptance and the num-
ber of Mylar-produced events passing into the co sample.
These checks indicate a —10% systematic uncertainty in
the exponential slope at small t.

D. Results and discussion

Table II gives the elastic cross sections cr(yp~cop)
averaged over bins in energy. (The uncertainties quoted
are statistical and have been obtained by adding in quad-
rature the uncertainties in N, „b, and "HC weight. ") The
hypothesis of a Aat or rather mild energy dependence is
in excellent agreement with our measurements, but due
to large uncertainties the possibility of a significant
dependence on energy cannot be ruled out.

We can use 0.(yp ~cop) to determine (y /4m ), where
the inverse of y characterizes the strength of the
photon-co coupling in the vector-meson-dominance
(VMD) model (Ref. 10). Combining VMD with the addi-
tive quark model (AQM) (Ref. 11), one obtains the pre-
diction

0.(yp~cop)=(acr/2y )[o(mp~~ 'p)
+o(~+p ~+p }] .

According to the results reported in Ref. 12, the o.

cross sections are practically constant over the range
50& E & 175 GeV. Given the good agreement on energy
dependence between our measurements and the AQM-
VMD model, we may combine the above equation with
our results to obtain (y /4') Using.

o. ( yp ~cop ) =0.94+0. 13 pb,
the cross section derived from fitting for the number of
events in the full region 60&E &225 GeV, and

[o(~ p~~ p)+~(~ p —+m'+p)]/2=3. 36+0. 10 mb,

from Ref. 12, we get

(y /4vr)=6 5+0.9 . .

The differential cross sections do /dt, averaged over
bins in t, are given in Table III for 60&E& &225 GeV.
The fractional errors are sizable, especially at larger
values of t where the effects of the background subtrac-
tion due to co~ production are strongest. Nonetheless it
is clear that the differential cross section clearly falls off
rapidly with increasing momentum transfer.

Fitting the AQM-VMD prediction

TABLE II. a.(yp~mp) as a function of energy.

Energy (6eV)

60-85
85 —110
110-225

&. bt

62.3+14.9
72.7+14.6
77.2+14.2

Acceptance

0.043
0.057
0.038

2.30+0.26
1.63+0.18
1.22+0. 11

0.91+0.24
0.95+0.22
0.94+0. 19
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TABLE III. (do. /dt)(yp~cop) as a function of t.

t [(GeV/c) ]

0—0.0214
0.0214-0.0477
0.0477-0.0815
0.0815-0.1450
0.1450-0.2923

0.2923-1

&subt

57.5+12.5

37.0+11.0
27.6+9.7
33.5+10.7
29.9+10.7
19.3+10.0

Acceptance

0.051
0.045
0.035
0.043
0.047
0.054

1.69+0.10
1.69+0.10
1.69+0.10
1.69+0.10
1.69+0.10
1.69+0.10

[ILIb/(GeV/c )']
dt

10.41+2.35
6.23+ 1.89
4.64+ 1.65
2.43+0.79
0.87+0.32
0.10+0.05

do' 2

dt (yp ~cop ) = (a~/4y„)
' 1/2

do
dt

(m p ~m. +p )
I

dc'+ (n p~m. p)dt

' 1/2 2

A =10.7+2.2 pb/(GeV/c)

b =12.6+2.3/(GeV/c )

The 6t is shown in Fig. 9.
Finally, Table IV lists our measurements of

do /d Icos&I averaged over bins in Icos&I. (Recall 8 is the
polar angle of the normal to the decay plane in the co heli-

10.OO

I I I I

)
I I I I

I

I I I I

I

I I I I

I

I I I I

to our results yields

(y /4m)=7. 1+1.0

in good agreement with the determination based on
o(yp~cop). (The parametrizations of the re cross sec-
tions are taken from Ref. 12.) The cross sections with the
fit superimposed are shown in Fig. 8. The t dependence
predicted by AQM-VMD typically agrees with our re-
sults within uncertainties, but our measurements favor a
somewhat faster falloff'.

We have also fit a simple exponential form

do ~ bg

dt

to the small momentum-transfer region 0 & t & 0.3
(GeV/c ) and obtain

I

city frame. ) Production drops off as the decay plane be-
comes perpendicular to the m direction of Aight. Conser-
vation of s-channel helicity requires

do'
Ix:(1 cos 8) .

Fitting a function proportional to (1—a cos 0) to our re-
sults gives

a =0.90+0.17 .

Within errors, s-channel helicity conservation is compati-
ble with our results. Figure 10 shows the fit.

All measurements by various groups of elastic ~ pho-
toproduction from hydrogen at high energies indicate
that the process is diff'ractive: the cross section varies lit-
tle, if at all, with energy, the momentum-transfer distri-
bution is sharply peaked toward zero, and the co carries
the same helicity as the photon. There are also
diff'erences between the various results, particularly with
respect to the shape of the t distribution and the value of
(y„/4~). In the remainder of this section we review and
discuss earlier photoproduction results together with our
own and also compare photoproduction to e+e annihi-
lation with respect to (y„/4rr)

Table V compares our results for 0(yp —+cop) and
(y /4') with those of earlier experiments at high energy.
Only results explicitly given by the references are listed.

5.00
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~ 1.00(D

~0.50
4

b
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5.0

O
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. Cp.5
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I I I I

I

I I I I

I

I I I I

0.05
08 0.4

t, (GeV'/c')
0.6
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008

FIG. 8. (do/dt)(yp~mp) vs t for 60&Ey &225 CxeV. The
smooth curve is the AQM-VMD fit described in the text.

b'e
0.1

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 08 0&5 0.3
t (Gev /c )

FIG. 9. (do. /dt )(yp ~cop ) vs t for small t fitted to the func-
tional form Ae
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TABLE IV. (do /dcos8~){yp ~cop) as a function of ~cos8~.

fcos8(

0—0.25
0.25-0.50
O. 50-0.75

0.75 —1

&s.bt

65.4+11.8
51.9+13.1
51.6+12.2
34.0+12.9

Acceptance

0.033
0.042
0.054
0.081

1.56+0. 12
1.41+0.05
1.85+0. 18
1.87+0. 17

d icos8i
(pb)

1.46+0.29
0.83+0.21
0.83+0.21
0.37+0. 14

Systematic uncertainties, when given, are also listed. All
values of (y /4m) were obtained using AQM-UMD. We
also note the following details for the results given: Egloff
et al. ' obtained (y /4m) using the estimate that p-co in-
terference in the n y channel is a 20% effect. The cross
section given by Breakstone et al. ' was calculated ignor-
ing p-co interference, but the systematic uncertainty es-
timated for (y„/4m) arises from p-co interference. Also,
Breakstone et al. did not make a measurement at t &0. 1

(GeV/c) . To obtain the elastic cross section for co pho-
toproduction, they used AQM-VMD to extrapolate their
measurements to low t.

Experiments observing co photoproduction in the
m+m n. channel agree on o (yp ~cup ) to within statisti-
cal uncertainties. Comparison involving experiments
that observe co photoproduction in the m. y channel is
difficult because of p-co interference. But since the deter-
mination of (y /4m) in the m. +m m channel is not
affected by interference, the results in that channel can be
used to estimate the strength of interference effects in the
m y decay mode. (We assume here that co-P interference
and co~P transitions during scattering from hydrogen
are small effects. ) Before taking p-co interference into ac-
count, Egloff et al. found (y„/4n ) =5.4+0.4 and Break-
stone et al. found S. 12+0.35. For Atkinson et al. ' we
calculate (y /4m)=6. 1+0.1+1.8 corresponding to the
cross section given in Table V. Uncertainties of one kind
or another are large for each m+~ m. result but taken to-
gether and compared with the results of the experiments
which detected the co via its decay into m y, they suggest
p-co interference in the ~ y channel is a 10% effect or
stronger.

I I I [
I

I I I 1

I
I I I I

1.5

N 1,00
O

b
0.5

Table VI lists the slope parameters obtained by fitting—bt+ cte ' or e '+" to the do/dt spectrum. Also given is
the AQM-VMD prediction. Egloff et aL and Breakstone
et al. used the AQM-VMD prediction to fit a function of—bt+ctform e "'+" to da/dt and found good agreement. As
we have already noted, while the AQM-VMD prediction
for the t dependence is consistent with our results, what
we see favors a steeper t dependence.

Considering statistical uncertainties only, there is little
agreement on the slope parameter b obtained by fitting
e ' to the small-t region. Our result agrees only margin-
ally with Egloff et al. and poorly with Atkinson et al.
Further, Egloff et al. and Breakstone et al. do not agree
very well with one another. Taking into account the sys-
tematic uncertainty of —10% in our measurement im-
proves somewhat the agreement between our experiment
and Egloff et al. Differences in the fitting regions and the
AQM-VMD expectation that the slope parameter in-
creases with Ez may underlie the spread in results, but it
seems unlikely they account entirely for it. Additional
measurements of the t dependence of elastic co photopro-
duction are clearly needed.

We last compare the measurement of (y„/4m ) in e+e
colliding-beam and photoproduction experiments. The
most recent colliding-beam result, obtained taking co-P
interference into account, is 5. 1+0.5 (Ref. 16). Neglect-
ing systematic errors except those quoted for p-cu in-
terference, results from high-energy photoproduction are
6.5+0.5 (Engloff et al. ), 5. 12+0.35+0.50 (Breakstone
et al. ), 6. 1+0. 1 (calculated for Atkinson et al. ), and
6.5+0.9 from this experiment. Taken together, the pho-
toproduction results favor a value of (y /4') which is
roughly 20% greater than the colliding beam value. This
difference must, however, be viewed keeping in mind that
the determination of (y„/4n) from photoproduction as-
sumes the validity of AQM, neglects co~P transitions,
and either neglects or just roughly accounts for interfer-
ence efFects.

Let us elaborate on the last statement. In the absence
of a measurement of o„at high energies from photopro-
duction on complex nuclei (see Ref. 17 for a review),
AQM is the best way we have to estimate the cop elastic
cross section. There are, however, indications that AQM
is not exact at high energies. For example, AQM pre-
dicts that

0.0
0

I

0.2 0.4

[cos8i
0.6 0.8 and

FIG. 10. (do. /d cos8)(yp~cop) vs cost9 for 60&E &225
GeV. - The smooth curve is a fit of form A (1—a cos 0). occur at the same rate. Observations are that the m/p ra-
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Experiment

TABLE V. Experimental results on o (yp ~cup ) and y„/4~.

Ref. ~ decay mode Energy (GeV) o (pb) y„f4'
Egloff et al.

Breakstone et al.
Atkinson et al.
Experiment 401

13
14
15

46-180
50-130
20-70
60-225

1.16+0.08
1.01+0.015+0.290

0.94+0. 13

6.5+0.5

5. 12+0.35+0.50

6.5+0.9

tio is 0.90+0.15 (Ref. 18). Although consistent with
AQM within errors, the best estimate of the ratio is 10%
below the AQM prediction.

'The photoproduction results have also been obtained
assuming that vector-meson scattering is diagonal, i.e.,
that processes such as

~P ~47
or

IV. ELASTIC IP PHOTOPRODUCTION

We measured elastic P production on hydrogen and
deuterium. The energy range of the hydrogen data is
35(E (165 GeV, while for the deuterium data it is
45 (E (85 GeV. For both data sets, the invariant
four-momentum-transfer squared t covers the range
0(t (1.0 (GeV/c) . The P was observed in its %+K
decay mode.

do not occur. 3 priori there is no reason why off-
diagonal transitions cannot occur, especially between the
co and P (Ref. 19). It should also be noted that simple
models which accommodate co~/ mixing improve agree-
ment between photoproduction measurements and VMD
(Ref. 17).

In addition, there are interferences at work in co pho-
toproduction. Attempts have been made' ' to take into
account p-m interference in the m. y channel, but the fact
remains that the interference effects are rather uncertain.
Interference between co and P photoproduction in the
m+m ~ channel may be significant. Cordier et al. , ' us-
ing models which incorporate co-P interference, ob-
tained a value of (y„/4m ) which is about 4% below the
value one gets if interference is ignored.

It may also be that the coupling of the co to the photon
depends significantly on the photon mass. Given, howev-
er, that AQM may only be good to 10% and the uncer-
tainty in mixing and interference, one cannot use current
results from photoproduction to convincingly challenge
the VMD claim that (y /4n) is independent of the mass
at which the photon couples to the co. We note that
(y /4'), as determined from our experiment, ' is also
larger than that determined by colliding beam measure-
ments, but by less than 10%. On the other hand, P pho-
toproduction leads to a (y&/4m) which is almost a factor
of 2 larger than the colliding beam value. Measurement
of (y&/4~) is discussed in more detail in the following
section on P photoproduction.

Egloff et al.
Breakstone et al.
Atkinson et al.

Experiment 401
AQM-VMD

0.0-0.5
0.1-1.2
0.04—0.4
0.04—0.8
0.0-0.3

8.42+0.74
6.9+0.6
7.3+0.2
9.2+0. 1

12.6+2.3
8.9

3.9+0.2

2.2

TABLE VI. Exponential slope parameters from
(do fdt )(yp —+o)p ).

t [(GeV/c) ] b [(GeV/c) ] c [(GeV/c) ]

A. Event selection

Data for this measurement were taken under the main
hadronic trigger for hydrogen and under the heavy-
particle trigger for deuterium (described in Sec. II). Ad-
ditional cuts on the data were imposed to attempt to en-
sure the exclusivity of the process y N ~ /X, where the' P
decays to X+K, and N refers to a proton, neutron, or
deuteron.

We required two oppositely charged five-chamber
tracks which extrapolated back to a vertex at the target.
The z coordinate of the vertex had to be within 6.3 cm of
the target volume, and the nonbend coordinate had to be
within 0.5 cm of the beam edge. In the hydrogen data,
the opening angle between the tracks in the nonbend
plane had to exceed 0.5 mr. The z-vertex cut and the
opening-angle cut reduced the number of the copiously
produced e+e pairs, which had essentially no opening
angle and an apparent vertex at the center of magnet M1.
Tracks were also required to project to inside the HV
counters, and the counters thus hit had to satisfy the
trigger requirements.

The following "diffractive" cuts required there be no
evidence for other particles in the events: the AW
counters had to be off; no ~ 's could be found by the
lead-glass analysis; no more than 5 GeV of energy not as-
sociated with a charged track could be present in the lead
glass; and the information from the recoil counter was re-
quired to be consistent with an elastic event. In the hy-
drogen data, elastic events were defined as those in which
the recoil counter showed evidence of a nucleon recoiling,
or had no activity at all if, based on the information of
the forward-going particles, it was likely that the recoil
proton would not pass through the recoil counter. This
definition was used previously in studying J/g photopro-
duction. For deuterium, this definition was modified to
allow for "elastic" production off neutrons, which do not
generate any signals in the recoil counter. Thus, the lack
of an expected recoil signal in the deuterium data was
considered consistent with an elastic event.

Cuts were also made to reduce the energy bias imposed
by the hadron calorimeter (HC). As described in Sec. III,
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B. Background and corrections

We corrected our results for processes other than elas-
tic P photoproduction from the target.

Outside the jb peak, the background production pro-
cesses are predominantly photon-induced low-mass m.
pairs [the low-mass tail of the p (Ref. 21)], and KL-

I
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FICi. 11. P samp1e from the hydrogen data.

events were weighted by the reciprocal of the eSciency
that the HC would accept the event. The weighting
scheme for kaons was different from that for the pions in
the co analysis because of their different energy-deposition
characteristics, especially in the lead glass. Tracks had to
extrapolate to more than 12.5 cm inside the HC to reduce
energy leakage and SpAD both had to be greater that 25
GeV. In deuterium, they had to be greater than 45 GeV.

To reduce the number of nonkaons in the sample, we
applied a loose Cherenkov requirement that removed few
kaons by demanding that at least one particle of the pair
have signals in both Cherenkov counters "consistent"
with a kaon. This requirement meant that the observed
signal had to be close to the most likely kaon signal
within broad limits, which were chosen to exclude 2% of
the largest and smallest of the expected kaon signals. A
track below kaon threshold was labeled consistent with a
kaon if a zero signal was observed, and labeled incon-
sistent with a kaon if a nonzero signal was observed.
When signals were unavailable for a particular track (e.g. ,
when light cones of two particles overlapped a single mir-
ror), the track was also called consistent with a kaon.

In the deuterium data, no light was allowed to fall on
the central four mirrors of C2, whose outputs were used
in the heavy-particle trigger (as described in Sec. II). The
phototubes for these mirrors were permanently and seri-
ously degraded by the passage of many low-energy elec-
trons through them. To remove their effect on the
heavy-particle trigger, events whose particles would pro-
duce light on these mirrors were removed. Particles were
assumed to be kaons when calculating their Cherenkov
light distribution.

The mass plots of remaining events are displayed in
Fig. 11 for the hydrogen data and in Fig. 12 for the deu-
terium data. Clear P peaks are evident.

800 ''I''''I''''I''''I''''I''''I'"

~O
O

CU
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LLJ
O
UJ

600—

I

400—

200—

0.98 l 1.02 I.04 l.06 l.08
MASS KK (GeV/c')

FIG. 12. I)) sample from the deuterium data.

induced Km. pairs, as measured in our data. In fitting the
hydrogen data for the number of P's, the background on
either side of and beneath the P peak was completely
fixed to be the sum of these two processes, the only free
parameter being the number of P's. Since the heavy-
particle deuterium trigger had a much larger and cleaner
signal, this process was not necessary, and we used a po-
lynomial determined by the fit to approximate the back-
ground.

Correction for EI production of P's was also made. In
the hydrogen data, the correction was determined by
fitting for the number of IIL's in the EL data under the
same cuts as the photon data. Since this correction was
small (-4%) and the data were few, the correction was
incorporated as an overall normalization factor. The
deuterium data contained more events and so the EL
correction ( —10% ) was able to be done bin by bin.

Two other corrections performed were t dependent.
Inelastic production from the target, not detected by the
recoil counter, was estimated at 8% for hydrogen and
17% for deuterium. Contributions from the target end
caps were measured at 4.7% for hydrogen, and 1.9% for
deuterium. (The procedure for this correction is de-
scribed in Sec. III.)

Yields were also corrected for the following effects
(hydrogen/deuterium): wire-chamber track-reconstruc-
tion ineKciency (5.9%/4. 6%); A„/AW accidental veto
rate, which is the fraction of time the A„or AW
counters veto a legitimate event (12.6%/10.9%); X-decay
probability (energy dependent, from 9.4% at 40 GeV to
2.5%%uo at 140 GeV for the hydrogen data/from 15% at 45
GeV to 8% at 85 GeV for deuterium); spectrometer ab-
sorption (5.0%/8. 3%). (The differences between the hy-
drogen and deuterium corrections for K decay are due to
the inclusion of the Cherenkov counter C2 in the kaon
decay volume for the deuterium measurement. )

Scintillator-counter inefficiencies are included in the spec-
trometer acceptance calculation of the Monte Carlo
simulation, and are generally less than l%%uo.

Events are weighted by the reciprocal of the product of
the calorimeter efficiency and the fraction of events
which survive the cuts on E„& and SPAD, geometric ac-
ceptance is calculated by Monte Carlo simulation.

The systematic uncertainties differ for the hydrogen
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and deuterium data sets. For the hydrogen data, there is
a 4% uncertainty between the two methods of Aux nor-
malization and a 7% systematic uncertainty in the fitting
procedure. These uncertainties combine to give an 8%
systematic uncertainty, taken to be our experimental er-
ror. For the deuterium data, there is a 10% Aux normali-
zation uncertainty, as well as an 11% uncertainty in the
Cherenkov trigger/identification algorithms. These com-
bine to give our total systematic uncertainty of 15%.

C. Results and discussion
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To measure the s and t dependence of P photoproduc-
tion, the P yield was determined in each energy and t bin
by fitting for the number of P's in the mass distribution.
The mass resolution of the P was fixed to be a convolu-
tion of the natural width and the experimental resolution,
as determined from Monte Carlo calculations. Contribu-
tions from the two effects were comparable.

The results of both the hydrogen and deuterium rnea-
surements are presented in Fig. 13 for the s dependence
and in Fig. 14 for the t dependence. Tables VII and VIII
list our s-dependent cross sections for hydrogen and deu-
terium', Tables IX and X list the t-dependent measure-
rnents. Included in the tables are the yields, calorimeter
weight, geometric acceptance, decay probability, and
cross section. Errors in these tables are purely statistical.

Besides our hydrogen and deuterium measurements,
Fig. 13 displays the previous measurements from the
tagged photon experiment in this energy range. While
our hydrogen rneasurernents agree well with theirs, our
deuterium measurements appear -20% lower than both
their previous measurements and our own hydrogen re-
sults, assuming the cross section is proportional to the
number of nucleons. From nuclear shadowing effects,
one expects the deuterium cross section per nucleon to be
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FIG. 14. (der/dt)(yN~QN) for hydrogen and deuterium
data. The dashed and solid lines are fits to the AQM-VMD
model described in the text.

—bt+ct + g coh

about 5% lower than the hydrogen cross section. The
remaining discrepancy could be attributable to our sys-
tematic normalization uncertainties.

The P cross section rises noticeably between 35 GeV
and 16S GeV, as evidenced by our data and the previous
experiment. The deuterium measurements indicate that
most of this rise occurs below 100 GeV. This rise in the
cross section with energy is not as large as the rise in the
cross section of the heavier J/P (Ref. 3), but contrasts
with the nearly energy-independent cross sections of the
lighter p (Ref. 21) or the co (Sec. III).

The d a/dt distributions given in Fig. 14 are the first to
be measured at this high energy, and show the sharply
forward peaked cross-section characteristic of diffractive
processes. A coherent peak is evident in the deuterium
data for t &0. 1 (GeV/c) . Both distributions Aatten out
at larger t values, which could be caused by an imperfect
inelastic recoil correction. Estimating the yield from in-
elastic target processes is a dificult procedure, and the
relative error becomes larger at higher t values, since
elastic production itself becomes very small. Fitting the
data to the form

O.4—

0.2—
o

~ i

E401 LD2

o E401 LH2

E25 LH2

gives the results shown in Table XI.
Superimposed on Fig. 14 are fits using vector-meson

dominance (VMD) and the additive quark model (AQM)
referenced in Sec. III. The fits are of the form (via VMD)

~'

o.0 & & I I I ~ I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I i

50 75 IO0 I 25
PHOTON ENERGY {GeV)

I

I50

FIG. 13. The elastic p cross sections as a function of energy
for the hydrogen data, the deuterium data, and Fermilab Exper-
iment No. E25 {Ref.22).

d 0' do
dt (yp ~(bp ) =(rra/y~) (Pp ~Pp )

dt

relating the "elastic" process of yp~pp to the elastic
process pp ~pp. In terms of AQM, the scattering
pp ~pp is related to the scattering of kaons and pions off'

protons by
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TABLE VII. o.(yp ~Pp ) as a function of energy (hydrogen target).

Energy
(GeV)

35-45
45-55
55-65
65-75
75-85
85-95
95-105
105-125
125-165

Events

68.4+8.2
148+14
127+12
119+12
117+12

73.7+9.6
55.5+7.5

55+8.7
38 ~ 5+7.21

Weight

2.63+0.40
1.80+0. 15
1.54+0. 18
1.46+0. 13
1.26+0. 12
1.12+0.10
1.14+0.12
1.14+0.12
1.03+0.12

Acceptance

0.1781
0.3775
0.3587
0.2985
0.2572
0.2188
0.1709
0.1237
0.0768

Decay
prob.

0.916
0.932
0.943
0.951
0.957
0.962
0.966
0.970
0.976

(pb/nucleon)

0.524+0. 101
0.446+0. 56
0.417+0.063
0.545+0.074
0.656+0.093
0.526+0.084
0.635+0. 120
0.608+0. 116
0.594+0. 131

dt (Pp ~Pp ) =( I /P& ) P*E
do

(K p ~IC+p )

' 1/2

+ (K p~IC p)
do
dt

1/2
dcTP* —(vr p~rr p)

1/2 2

where P&, Pz, and P „* are the momenta of the elastically
scattering particles in the center of mass, and where the
only free parameter is (y&/4m). The separate hadronic
elastic scattering cross sections were measured by a previ-
ous elastic scattering experiment. ' To remove the effect
of the coherent slope in deuterium, the region t (0.1

(GeV/c) was excluded from the deuterium fit. Agree-
ment between the model prediction and the data is excel-
lent, illustrating the validity the VMD-AQM picture of
scattering. From the hydrogen data we get a value for
(y&/4m. ) of 5.93+0.30, while for the deuterium data we
obtain a value of 6.70+0.23.

Integrating these differential cross sections at different
energies allows a determination of the energy-dependent
cross sections. Fitting the energy-dependent cross sec-
tions for (y&/4') gives the fits displayed in Fig. 15, and
yields values for (y&/4m. ) of 5.68+0.30 for hydrogen, and
6.55+0. 18 for deuterium. These values are in good
agreement with the determination from do. /dt. Approxi-
mately half of the 10% discrepancy between hydrogen
and deuterium may be due to nuclear shadowing effects.
The remainder may arise from our normalization uncer-
tainties.

Both values of (y&/4m ), however, are in marked
disagreement with the value obtained from e+e
colliding-beam experiments, where the value of (y&/4m. )

is measured as 3.30+0. 15 (Ref. 24). This disagreement
has been noted previously, and indicates a factor of 2

I

weaker coupling of the photon to the P in photoproduc-
tion than in e e annihilation. For the case of the p and
co, however, the difference between photoproduction and
e e annihilation with respect to the photon-meson cou-
pling is much less: the couplings agree to within 10% for
the p (Ref. 21) and differ by not much more than 20'~/o for
the co.

There are two main theoretical speculations why pho-
toproduction and e+e production are so different in
their photon-P couplings: an interference between the P
and the co, and a difference in the coupling for the P be-
tween real and virtual photons. In the first case, the P
and cu photoproduction cross sections are believed to in-
terfere destructively, possibly with transitions between
one another, resulting in a lower effective coupling con-
stant between the P and the photon. ' In the second
case, differences between real and virtual photons may al-
low the coupling between a real photon and a P to be
weaker than the coupling between a virtual photon and a
P (Ref. 27). More detailed experimental measurements of
P and co production phases may help clarify this situa-
tion.

V. PHOTOPRODUCTION OF HIGH-MASS
K+K PAIRS

We investigated the exclusive production on deuterium
of possible high-mass states decaying into K+K pairs.

TABLE VIII. 0 (yN ~PN ) as a function of energy (deuterium target).

Energy
(CseV)

45-50
50-55
55-60
60-65
65-70
70-75
75-80
80-85

Events

566+29
621+31
637+26
529+27
367+24
179+16
37+7.5
20+5.6

Weight

2.09+0.07
1.84+0.06
l.68+0.05
1.56+0.06
1 ~ 45+0.06
1.38+0.09
1.33+0.16
1.22+0.24

Acceptance

0.2899
0.2995
0.2742
0.2150
0.1645
0.072
0.0160
0.0074

Decay
prob.

0.857
0.870
0.881
0.890
0.897
0.904
0.910
0.915

o
(pb/nucleon)

0.397+0.025
0.406+0.023
0.455+0.023
0.478+0.031
0.457+0.036
0.530+0.059
0.525+0. 124
0.629+0.214
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TABLE IX. (do/dt)(yp~Pp) as a function of t (hydrogen target). eMr is the fraction of produc-
tion from the empty target. eNL is the fraction of production due to inelastic processes.

[(GeV/c )'] Events Weight

MT do
Inelastic

dt
Acceptance ( I —EMT)

' (1—eN„) ' [pb/(GeV/c ) nucleon]

0.00-0.02
0.02-0.06
0.06-0. 14
0. 14-0.24
0.24-0.38
0.38-0.62
0.62-1.00

109+13
111+13
131+11
156+13
148+13
122+11

40.7+6.6

1.60+0. 14
1.44+0. 11
1.62+0. 18
1.48+0. 14
1.24+0. 10
1.34+0. 13
1.32+0.20

0.2839
0.1760
0.1698
0.2768
0.3330
0.3860
0.4166

1.143
1.050
1.023
1.023
1.023
1.023
1.023

1.040
1.074
1.121
1.126
1.131
1.160
1.363

3.07+0.46
2.39+0.32
1.60+0.23
0.88+0. 11
0.41+0.05
0. 18+0.02
0.03+0.006

There have been few other published observations of
high-mass dikaon production. ' We find evidence for
such a state at 1.72 GeV/c, consistent with a previous
report.

A. Event selection

Events taken under the heavy-particle trigger from
deuterium were subjected to the same cuts as for the P, as
discussed in Sec. IV. Stricter Cherenkov requirements
were imposed to reduce the background of unwanted par-
ticles. Each track had to leave signals in both Cherenkov
counters "consistent" with those of a kaon, i.e., in a wide
region around the most likely signal expected from a
kaon, chosen to exclude the smallest and largest 2% of
kaon signals. In addition, each track had to leave a sig-
nal in at least one Cherenkov counter that was much
smaller than the signal expected to be left by a pion of the
same momentum. The cut was made to exclude the larg-
est 90% of signals expected from pions. Similarly, pro-
tons were removed by demanding that at least one track
leave a signal much greater than that expected from a
proton. This cut excluded the smallest 98% of the sig-
nals expected from protons. The K+K mass distribu-
tion of the remaining events is given in Fig. 16, along
with events from the KL data.

The two most evident characteristics of the mass spec-
trum are its overall decrease with increasing K+K
mass, and a broad structure between 1.5 GeV/c and 1.8

GeV/c . A similar structure is also seen in the KL data.
Part of this rise, discussed more fully in the next section,
is caused by misidentifying the decay products of the
K*(1430), a kaon and a pion, as two kaons, and includ-
ing such events in the K+K mass plot.

B. Backgrounds

The most significant background to this high-mass
K+K investigation is production from. the KL com-
ponent of the initial beam. Understanding our back-
ground is essential to this measurement.

Figure 17 shows the mass distribution of Km events
taken from the KL data. The energy and fiducial cuts are
the same used for the P (Sec. IV), while the Cherenkov re=
quirements define a Km event. Signals from the kaon and
pion tracks had to be within a wide range of their most
likely values, which excluded only the largest and small-
est 2% of their expected respective signals. In addition,
the kaon track had to leave a signal in at least one of the
Cherenkov counters that was much smaller than the sig-
nal expected from a pion. This requirement removed the
highest 90% of the signals expected from pions. The
pion track had to leave a signal in at least one Cherenkov
counter that was greater than the signal expected from
most of the kaons; specifically, this cut removed the
lowest 80% of signals expected by kaons. Two reso-
nances expected from an initial KL beam are evident: the
K*(890)and the K'(1430).

TABLE X. (der/dt)(yN~PN) as a function of r (deuterium target). eMT is the fraction of produc-
tion from the empty target. eNL is the fraction of production due to inelastic processes.

[(GeV/c ) ] Events Weight Acceptance

MT do
Inelastic

dt
(1—eN„) ' [pb/(GeV/c) nucleon]

0.00-0.02
0.02-0.04
0.04—0.08
0.08—0. 12
0.12-0.20
0.20-0.32
0.32-0.46
0.46-0.60
0.60-0.80
0.80- 1.00

367+21
181+14
278+ 18
215+19
510+28
540+27
366+25
209+17
169+16
91+11

1.74+0.07
1.78+0. 10
1.73+0.08
1.76+0.93
1.73+0.07
1.74+0.07
1.67+0. 10
1.70+0. 10
1.67+0. 10
1.55+0. 13

0.1551
0.1243
0.1058
0.1381
0.2177
0.2841
0.3222
0.3078
0.3906
0.3385

1.048
1.023
1.011
1.009
1.010
1.011
1.011
1.011
1.011
1.011

1.029
1.058
1.107
1.166
1.142
1.176
1.270
1.449
1.842
3.501

3.91+0.27
2.46+0.24
2.08+0.16
1.19+0.12
0.92+0.06
0.47+0.03
0.21+0.02
0.11+0.01

0.040+0.004
0.012+0.002
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TAB
d

ABLE XI. Parameters from fit to d /d f l
uction.

o r rom e astic P pro- I

I 1 I ~

I

I I I i
I

1 I I I
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b

Deuterium

4.98+8.6 pb/(GeV/c )

31.9+9.3 (GeV/c)
4. 16+0.34 pb/(GeV/c )2

5.66+0.28 (GeV/c)
—0. 10+0.28 (GeV/c )

Hydrogen

0 (fixed)
0 (fixed)

3. 11+0.33 pb/(GeV/c)
6.8+0.8 (GeV/c)
1.2+1. 1 (GeV/c)
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C. Analysis and results

Fitting the mass distribution of Fig. 20 with a Breit-
Wigner distribution to describe the enhancement, and an
exponential+ linear term to describe the background,
yields the parameters

mass= 1.726+0.022 GeV/c
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FIG. 19. KL-induced events, showing (a) (diamonds) K+K
mass distribution, requiring good K+K Cherenkov
identification, and using the usual diffractive cuts, (b) {squares)
K+K mass distribution where (i) the events chosen have good
K~ Cherenkov identification but the pion is assumed to have
the mass of the kaon and (ii) each event is weighted by the prob-
ability it would be accepted by good K+K Cherenkov
identification. The normalization between the two distributions
is arbitrary.

cuts to the events in this region, and assuming that the
events are either %+K, mm. , or pp, and that the Monte
Carlo simulation accurately predicts the relative accep-
tances of these types of events under these Cherenkov
cuts, allows us to estimate the relative amounts of
K+K, mm, or pp in this plot. This procedure indicates
that approximately 91—96% of the events in this region
are %+K

FWHM =0.121+0.047 GeV/c

number of events=123+41 .

Since the experimental resolution at this mass is -8—9
MeV/c, the Breit-Wigner form of the resonance is the
natural way to describe it. The fit shown in Fig. 20 has a

probability of 45%, while a fit excluding the Breit-
Wigner term yields a probability of 1.5%. This probabili-
ty puts the significance of this enhancement close to the
3o level.

We calculate a cross sectionXbranching ratio o.~ for
this state using the corrections for chamber efficiency, ac-
cidental veto counter rate, kaon decay, spectrometer ab-
sorption, scintillator inefficiency, target end-cap produc-
tion, inelastic production, and hadronic trigger energy
bias as described in Sec. IVC for the P. Geometric ac-
ceptance is calculated based on the assumptions of s-
channel helicity conservation (SCHC, which gives a
sin eH distribution, where e~ is the angle, in the K+I(
center-of-mass frame, between the K+ and the direction
of the recoiling nucleon), and a der/dt distribution pro-
portional to e ', as measured for events with
1.5(M + (1.8 GeV/c . Changing the assumed eH
distribution to be fIat in coseH would increase the cross
section by —30%, while changing the do /dt distribution
to either e ' or e ' would change the cross section
by less than 1%.

The total o.~ is 8.0+2.7+1.4 nb. The first uncertainty
is purely statistical. The second uncertainty is the sys-
tematic error of this measurement, from uncertainties in
normalization (10%), Cherenkov triggering/identification
uncertainty (11%), and the inclusion of the inelastic
correction (9%). Although we do not have evidence of
inelastic production, because the do. /dt distribution is
shown to be consistent with that of the P, we use the
same fraction for inelastic contamination. These e6'ects
yield the total systematic uncertainty of 17%.

Although the statistics are poor, we make the first at-
tempt to measure production characteristics of this state.
In each energy region, the mass distribution is fit for the
number of events in this enhancement, with the mass and
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width fixed to the values above. The cross section in four
energy regions is shown in Fig. 21. Although it is con-
sistent with being fiat, we cannot rule out, at the 90%
confidence level, a rise as much as a factor of 2.6 from 50
GeV to 100 GeV.

We also attempt to measure the t dependence of the
differential cross section, do Idt Fittin.g for the yield in
di8'erent regions of t gives the distribution plotted in Fig.
22. A fit to the form e ' gives b =6.1+2.2/(GeV/c)
for 0.08 & t & 0.60 (GeV/c ); for 0.0 & t & 1.0 (GeV/c ),
b =6.2+1.3/(GeV/c) . Simply fitting the r distribution
for events with 1.64 & M + & 1.80 GeV/c yields

1i =5.0+0.8/(GeV/c) . Since background events are in-
cluded in this second sample, it is not surprising that the
slope is not as steep as in the previous technique. The t
distribution of the background, defined as

PHOTON ENERGY (GeV)

FIG. 21. The product of o{yN~K+K N) and the K+K
branching ratio for the enhancement in the K+K mass spec-
trum at 1.72 GeV/c .

1.3&M + &1.52 GeV/c, or M + )2.0 GeV/c,
yields a slope b =3.3+0.7/(GeV/c ) . These results
point to the fact that this enhancement at 1.72 GeV/c is
produced with a t dependence steeper than that of the
background, although conceivably consistent with it.

A simple spherical harmonic moment analysis indi-
cates that the enhancement is consistent with a spin-1
particle. The enhancement is evident in Fig. 23, which
shows the K+K mass distribution obtained by weight-
ing each event by the negative of the spherical harmonic
Yz(OH). On this plot no ICI subtraction has been per-
formed, and some of the KL background around 1.5
GeV/c is also visible. The 1.72-GeV/c enhancement is
not seen in the Y~(BH ) moment of the K+K distribu-
tion, as can be seen in Fig. 24. Although this behavior is
consistent with a spin-1 object, it is not conclusive evi-
dence because we do not have complete angular accep-
tance.

Assuming that all K+K pairs come from the decay
of a 1 particle obeying SCHC, and produced with a
do. ldt distribution proportional to e ', we calculate
the cross section for the @+K mass spectrum displayed
in Fig. 25. Superimposed on this plot is the acceptance
curve under these assumptions. The acceptance is a fair-
ly smooth function, without abrupt variations that could
cause artificial enhancements.

D. Discussion

Our investigation of high-mass photoproduced K E
pairs (M + )M& ) shows the presence of an object
with a mass of 1.726+0.022 GeV/c, a width of
0. 121+0.047 GeV/c, and a oz of 8.0+2.7 nb, with an
additional systematic uncertainty of 1.4 nb. Very little
can be said about the energy dependence, as it is con-
sistent with being Aat, or rising a factor of more than 2
between 50 and 100 GeV. The t dependence of this state,
assumed to be exponential, has a slope of
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6.2+1.3/(GeV/c), found to be steeper than that of the
background, but quite similar to that of the P's. Al-
though not conclusive, a partial sum of the spherical har-
monic moments indicates that the enhancement is con-
sistent with spin 1.

One can draw the conclusion that the object we have
observed is a P', a radial excitation of the P. One previ-
ous photoproduction experiment has already reported a
very similar state, with a mass of 1.748+0.011 GeV/c, a
width of 0.080+0.033 GeV/c, and a o~ of 8+3 nb (Ref.
30). Our results are completely consistent with theirs.
This enhancement was also reported in an earlier version
of this experiment with a mass of 1.75 and a width of
0.131 GeV/c (Ref. 31), and in one other experiment with
a mass of 1.75 GeV/c (Ref. 28).

In several e+e colliding beam experiments, reports
have been made of a state called P' which decays into
K+K, K*K, ELK&, and co~~. The mass distri-
butions of the different decay channels in the e+e ex-

periments are very different, which is attributed to in-
terference effects from other particles in the region of the
P' (Ref. 37). However, the mass reported in these experi-
ments

mass = 1.68 GeV/c

I =0.185+0.022 GeV/c

is lower than that in all the photoproduction experi-
ments. The previous experiment with similar results as
ours was able to attribute their observations to a P' with a
mass of 1.68 GeV/c (Ref. 30). A similar discrepancy is
seen in the p, which, because of interference from corn-
peting channels, has different apparent masses in e+e
production and in photoproduction.

Another comparison with the p-p' system may be
made. An investigation into the photoproduced p' and
its t-dependent production characteristics has shown that
the p' is produced with a t dependence much steeper than
its background. We have shown here that the t depen-
dence of the enhancement at 1.73 GeV/c is steeper than
its background, and is very similar to the P s. This simi-
larity to the p-p' system also suggests the identification of
the state at 1.73 GeV/c as a (()'.

VI. ELASTIC AND INELASTIC pp PHOTOPRODUCTION

In "elastic" pp photoproduction we measure do /dM
PP

and investigate our data for previously reported pp states,
especially from electroproduction. No such states are ob-
served. In "inelastic" pp photoproduction we examine
our data for evidence of a pp state reported in conjunc-
tion with other particles. We do not find such evidence.

A. Elastic pp photoproduction

l. Event selection

Events were recorded under the same trigger as the
K+K data from deuterium. The same geometric,
diffractive, and energy cuts were applied as for the high-
mass %+K analysis described in Sec. V A. Light cones
of the particles were now assumed to be generated by
protons instead of kaons for the requirement that no light
fall on the four central mirrors of C2.

Cherenkov requirements for obtaining a clean pp sam-
ple were that each track leave signals in both Cherenkov
counters close to the most likely signal expected from a
proton, removing only the highest and lowest 2% of sig-
nals expected from protons; that each track leave a signal
in at least one Cherenkov counter that was smaller than
most of the pions, removing the greatest 95% of the sig-
nals expected from pions; and that at least one track
leave a signal in a Cherenkov counter that was smaller
than most of the signals expected from kaons, thus ex-
cluding the greatest 95% of the signals expected from
kaons.

The mass distribution of the surviving events is given
in Fig. 26, along with the events from the KL data.
There are no obvious peaks or resonances in this distribu-
tion.
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2. Backgrounds

The fraction of LI -produced events is much smaller
here than in the K+E investigation, since the initial
beam has a strange-particle contamination which pro-
duces kaons more frequently than proton-antiproton
pairs. Photon-induced K+E events are also a small
background, as shown in Fig. 26. This distribution is
normalized to the number of P's seen in the K+K mass
distribution under the same selection criteria (10+5).
Photon-induced mm events contribute little to this sam-
ple: 0+80 p events are found in the m.m. mass distribution
of these events.

We estimate the percentage of pp events in this sample
to be between 94% and 99%, in a way analogous to the
previous estimate of E+E purity in Sec. VB. The
present estimate uses the events with 2.0&M &2.5

PP
GeV/c, their behavior under various Cherenkov cuts,
the assumption that these events consist only of m.m,
EC+K, and pp, and the relative acceptances of these type
of events predicted by the Monte Carlo data. Contribu-
tions from ~E, ~p, and Ep are ignored. The cleanliness
of this -95%-pure pp sample is consistent with the small
measured %+K and ma contaminations.

One object we might expect to see in this channel is the
J/g. Assuming a production cross section of 25+5
nb/nucleon, a branching ratio for J/g~pp of
0.22%%uo+0. 02% (Ref. 40), and the acceptance of the
Monte Carlo data, we expect to see 0.75+0.25 events.
Extrapolations of the pp mass distribution to this region,
3.08 GeV/c (M (3.12 GeV/c, predict 1.4+0.5

PP
events, yielding a total of 2. 1+0.6 events expected in this
mass region: we see 4 events.

3. Results and discussion

To convert the yield into a cross section, corrections
are made for chamber eKciency, accidental veto rate, tar-

get end-cap production, energy bias, and counter
eSciency, as described in previous sections. Spectrome-
ter absorption for pp pairs is taken to be 18.4%%uo. For cal-
culating the geometric acceptance, the following assump-
tions are made: that the pp pairs are the decay products
of a spin-1 object obeying SCHC, resulting in a
(1+ cos eH )/2 helicity angle distribution; and, that this
object is produced with an exponential t dependence hav-
ing a slope of 3.7. We further assume that 17% of the ob-
served elastic production arises from misidentified inelas-
tic events (the same fraction found for the P). The result-
ing do. /dM distribution is given in Fig. 27, along with

PP
the acceptance for these events.

Assuming an exponential t dependence and fitting the
t distribution between t =0.08 (GeV/c ) and
t=0.6 (GeV/c) gives a slope of 3.7/(GeV/c) . The t
distribution becomes Aatter at higher masses. This e6ect
is not unreasonable, if pp production occurs through a
Drell-Soding process. '

There are no immediately apparent peaks or reso-
nances in this channel. Production rises up quickly from
threshold, reaches a broad plateau, and then decreases
more slowly. The data may show some structure above
2.5 GeV/c, reminiscent of the K+K mass spectrum,
but we have found no evidence of any enhancements in
this region.

It is unlikely that this structure is due to misidentifying
the kaons from the enhancement at 1.72 GeV/c as pro-
tons. The estimated contamination of this sample by
non-pp events is small, as witnessed by the small mea-
sured E K contribution from P decay. Also, if the
kaons from the enhancement at 1.72 GeV/c were
misidentified as a pp pair, their mass would be less than
2.45 GeV/c . Therefore, the IC+E spectrum is not re-
sponsible for this shoulder.

One possible sign of a resonance or enhancement is a
sharper t distribution, as measured for the enhancement
at 1.72 GeV/c in the E+E spectrum. However, the t
distribution of the pp events shows a Aattening of the t
distribution as the mass increases. Above 2.5 GeV/c,
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the t distribution has an exponential distribution of about
e

—0.8~ compared with a distribution of e ' ' for the
whole pp data.

Several states have been reported in the pp decay chan-
nel by electroproduction and other means, but not by
photoproduction. While we do not see any evidence
for these states, we set limits on their production from
photons. From the mass distribution in Fig. 26 we can
calculate the confidence levels that specific numbers of
events coming from the decay of these states are present
in our data. We assume that the states may be represent-
ed by Breit-Wigner distributions, that the number of
events in these states follow a Gaussian distribution, and
that the background may be represented by a polynomial.
The cross section is calculated as for the do /dM distri-

PP
bution in Fig. 27.

We thus establish limits at the 90% confidence level for
the "elastic" production of these particles by photons
(i.e., given our distribution of events, there is a 10%
chance that the true cross section is more than the limit
reported here). These limits are given in Table XII.

The disagreement between our limits and electropro-
duction results deserves some comment. Photoproduc-
tion and electroproduction both proceed via photons, the
former using real photons, with the latter using virtual
photons. However, the dependence of electroproduction
cross sections on Q, the square of the four-vector
di6'erence between the incoming and outgoing electron
momenta, is well understood and can be used to extrapo-
late to real photons. Hence, there is an apparent conflict
between these two results. Given the poor statistical
significance of the electroproduction results and the large
errors attached to their measurements, it is reasonable to
interpret their results as fluctuations. An earlier low-
energy photoproduction experiment, having far fewer
events than we, set a limit on the narrow state at 2.02
GeV/c of 2 nb (Ref. 43), which we have much improved.

The results for the states observed in other processes
may not be quite as applicable to the experiments of m. d,
pp, and pd, as to electroproduction. We simply cannot
supply any evidence for their existence.

B. Inelastic pp photoproduction

tracks were the same as for the elastic pp case. The mass
spectrum of the resulting events is given in Fig. 28, along
with the events from the KL data satisfying the same re-
quirements. As expected, the Kl background is larger
than in the elastic case.

2. Analysis

There are no immediately apparent resonances in the
mass spectrum. One bin at 1.945 GeV/c is about 2cr

higher than the expected background. In 30 bins, the
probability of getting at least one 20. fluctuation is
-75%. Without benefit of any further evidence, one
must regard this excess as a statistical fluctuation.

The Omega spectrometer has reported a state at
1.930+0.003 GeV/c, with a width of 9+3 MeV/c, and
a cross section of 5+2 nb (Ref. 39). With our mass reso-
lution of 3 MeV/c at this mass, we cannot identify our
high bin with their enhancement. Nor can our mass scale
be shifted to make an object with a mass of 1.930 GeV/c
appear to have a mass of 1.945 GeV/c . If this were the
case, we would observe other well-known particles at
masses higher than the accepted values, which are the
values we actually observe (e.g. , we would see the P at
1.028 GeV/c, instead of at 1.020 GeV/c, which is its
correct mass). Thus, we cannot corroborate their report.

Given the reported cross section, we can calculate how
many events we should expect to see. Reference 39 re-
ports the cross section is flat over the range xF=0.6 to
xF=0.8, where xF=plel/pe, „, Pe,„ is the maximum
momentum a particle can have in the center-of-mass
frame, and Pi~ is the momentum of the particle in the
center-of-mass frame, parallel to the incoming particle.
Extrapolating to the limits of our acceptance (xF =0.2)
gives a cross section of 12 5 nb. Given this cross section
we calculate the number of events we expect to see to be
104+43, based on the Monte Carlo acceptance, photon
spectrum, and calorimeter weight of events in the same
mass region. We see 20 or fewer events at the 90%
confidence level. For our results to be consistent we must
veto 77%+10% of these events. To be more precise re-
quires knowledge about the momentum distribution and
the number of other particles.

1. Event selection and background

For this investigation we required at least some indica-
tion of inelasticity in an event: the presence of a m, more
than 5.0 GeV of neutral energy, AW counters that were
"on," or an inelastic recoil. The Cherenkov cuts on the

C. Conclusion

Our investigation of the "elastic"
~pp(d/n/p) has produced a fairly clean
events. We have measured d 0. /dM

PP
(1+ cos eH )/2 helicity-angle distribution.

process yd
sample of pp
assuming a
No evidence

TABLE XII. Limits on pp production of previously reported states.

Mass
{GeV/c )

1.93

2.02
2.20
2.20

Width
(GeV/c )

0.12

0.024
0.016
0.060

Where seen

pp, pd, yp (inelastic)
(Refs. 39, 44, 45, and 46)

e p, m p (Refs. 42 and 47)
m p (Ref. 47)
e p {Ref. 42)

c7(y V) (nb)

6.6+2.2

5.0+2.5

Limit
(nb)

0.5

0.77
0.72
3.0
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of any enhancement is observed. Strict limits have been
set on the production of previously reported possible pp
states. In particular, the comparison of our results to two
electroproduction experiments indicate that their obser-
vations were quite likely Auctuations.

Our investigation of the "inelastic" process yd ~ppX,
where X stands for additional particles, does not support
evidence for any enhancement in this channel. For our
results to be consistent with a previous inelastic pp pho-
toproduction cross section reported by the Omega spec-
trometer, we must veto approximately (77+10)% of the
expected 104+43 events. A 2o. deviation at a mass of
1.945 GeV/c cannot be associated with their report.

VII. SUMMARY

We have studied high-energy photoproduction of
m, E+E, and pp states. Having detected the co

via its decay into ~++ ~, we observe elastic co pho-
toproduction between 60 and 225 GeV to have the fol-
lowing characteristics: (1) The cross section is consistent
with being independent of energy and has a value of
0.94+0. 13 pb; (2) the differential cross section do Idt
falls off quickly with increasing t; fitting a function pro-

MAss pp (Gev/c'j

FIG. 28. pP mass distribution for inelastic photon and KL
data. The exposure for the photon data is 2.92 times the expo-
sure for the KL-induced data.

portional to exp( b—t) to the region t (0.3 (GeV/c)
yields an exponential slope of 12.6+2.3/(GeV/c ) with a—10% systematic uncertainty; and (3) the co carries the
same helicity as the photon.

We have measured the elastic P photoproduction on
both hydrogen and deuterium targets. Between 35 and
165 GeV the cross section rises by approximately 50~o,
reaching about 0.6 pb/nucleon at 165 GeV. The high-
statistics deuterium measurement indicates that most of
the increase occurs below 100 GeV. With the exception
of t (0.1 (GeV/c ), where P photoproduction from deu-
terium receives a contribution from coherent nuclear
scattering, the measurement of der Idt per nucleon yields
qualitatively very similar results for hydrogen and deu-
terium. Quantitatively, the single-nucleon exponential
slope is found to be 6.8+0.8/(GeV/c) for scattering
from hydrogen and 5.66+0.28/(GeV/c) for scattering
from deuterium. The slightly Ratter slope observed in the
deuterium data may be due to inelastic contamination.

We have also observed the photoproduction of a high-
mass state decaying into E +E . It has a mass of
1.726+0.022 GeV/c and a FWHM of 0. 121+0.047
GeV/e, and the product of the integrated cross section
and branching ratio is 8.0+2.7 nb. Production is con-
sistent with being Aat between 50 and 100 GeV, but our
limited statistics cannot rule out a significant rise over
the same interval. The t dependence is similar to that of
the P. The likely identification of this enhancement is P .

Finally, we have searched the pp channel for resonance
production on deuterium. No enhancements, either
elastically or inelastically produced, are observed, and we
have set upper limits on the photoproduction of states re-
ported from previous experiments.
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